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EBG-20/Q
The EBG-20/Q Surface Preparation Machine
features a quiet 1725 rpm motor that generates
less than 62db and has removable weights, 3/4”
axle, 6”x2” non-marking wheels with ball bearings, and a 50-foot 14 gauge power cord with
lighted hospital grade plug. Weighing in at just
121 pounds, the 20/Q is simple to operate and is
at home working on any type of ﬂoor. This very
affordable machine is a great ﬁt for small or large
businesses. You can add a two-piece handle,
dust containment kit and hour meter to suit your
needs!
EBG-20/C
The EBG-20/C Surface Preparation Machine features a smooth 3450 rpm motor, 50-foot 14 gauge
power cord with lighted hospital grade plug, weighs
in at 158 pounds and is versatile enough to provide
total ﬂoor preparation solutions. The 6”x2” nonmarking wheels and ball bearings are coupled with
a 3/4” axle for greater mobility. The 20/C includes
removable weights. An optional two-piece handle
and dust containment kit is available.

EBG-28
Powerful, heavy and durable, the EBG-28 boasts
271 pounds of weight to help penetrate multiple
layers of ﬁnish. A 50-foot 14 gauge power cord
with lighted hospital plug, smooth and powerful
3450 rpm, 1.5 hp motor, eight large isolators and
American made parts make this machine reliable and able to tackle the biggest job. The 6”x2”
non-marking ball bearing wheels and heavy-duty
3/4” axle makes this machine easy to move on
any surface type. The EBG-28 is the only machine that comes with a dust containment kit.
Add a two-piece handle (optional) and this becomes easily transportable in nearly any vehicle.
Also optional is an hour meter.

American Made

American Made

American Made
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Pads for Square Scrub machines
SQP
P1420SQP / P1428SQP
SQP is a thin pad designed to remove ﬂoor ﬁnish without chemicals.
Remove several layers of acrylic
ﬁnish to prep for recoating. Use dry
or wet on VCT and tile
Tile and Grout Wet Pad
P1420TG / P1428TG
Our Tile and Grout pad is best on
grouted tile ﬂoors, but can be used
very effectively on terrazzo, poured
non-slip, concrete and other uneven ﬂoors. Use wet on several
surfaces
P1420RED / P1428RED
This light duty Red pad gives best
results in a light cleaning and buffing situation. Primarily used as a
spacer pad. Use wet or dry on
VCT and tile

SAP (Square Abrader Plate)
P1319SAP / P1327SAP
Carbide Tungsten steel abrader
tool. Designed for heavy duty use,
including removing linoleum, glue
or paint on concrete. Use dry on
concrete
Carpet Bonnet
P1420CB
Combined with our carpet encapsulation chemical, the Carpet Bonnet
deep cleans even the highest-trafﬁc
carpeting. Quicker drying time.
Use wet on any carpeted surface
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Pads for Square Scrub machines
SHO Wet Strip Pad
P1420SHO / P1428SHO
The SHO pad should be used only
for the heaviest of chemical stripping jobs. Extremely abrasive and
heavy, dense ﬁbers. Best when dirt
and buildup are severe. Use wet
on VCT and tile
SSE (Enhancer Pad)
P1420SSE / P1428SSE
The SSE (Enhancer pad) is designed exclusively for Square Scrub
to be used as restorative pad used
with Square Shine Floor Reviver.
Use wet on VCT and tile

NEW!

Xtreme Sponge
P1420XTR / P1428XTR
Use the Xtreme Sponge to remove
scuff marks on VCT or bathroom
tile. A little water and this melamine
pad deep cleans and restores shine
between reﬁnishing jobs. Use wet
on VCT and bathroom tile

P1420DRIVER / P1428DRIVER
The Driver pad is designed to
provide a spacer between your
sandpaper and the machine. Just
1/4” thick, always use your driver
pad when using sandpaper. Always check spacer and driver pads
frequently for wear and replace
as needed! DO NOT USE WITH
ABRADER PLATE! Change pad often to protect wood ﬂoor
P1420RED / P1428RED
This light duty Red pad gives best
results in a light cleaning and buffing situation. Primarily used as a
spacer pad. Always check spacer
and driver pads frequently for wear
and replace as needed! Use wet or
dry on VCT and tile

Use this pad with Sandpaper

Use this pad with: Sandscreen,
SSE, SQP, Abrader Plate
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Screens

concrete.

Sandscreens are ideal for
ﬁnish removal or repair of
wood ﬂoor surfaces, such as
gym ﬂoors. Can be used to
repair painted ﬂoor surfaces.
Both sides of screen can be
used. Use with Red Driver
Pad P1420RED. Use wet
or dry on wood or painted

Sandpaper
Our Sandpaper comes in
a variety of grits to tackle
any wood ﬂoor needs. Use
these for smoothing wood
surfaces without chemicals. Use the White Driver
Pad P1420DRIVER or
P1428DRIVER. Use dry
on wood ﬂooring or decks

Pro Sandpaper

This Pro Sandpaper is
double-sided and longer
lasting than standard
sandpaper, cutting paper
usage drastically! Comes
in grits ranging from the
ultra-aggressive 16 grit to
the popular 100 grit. Use
these for smoothing wood
surfaces without chemicals. BOTH sides of this paper can be used!
Use the White Driver
Pad P1420DRIVER or
P1428DRIVER. Use dry
on wood ﬂooring or decks

Lasts up to
6x longer!

NEW!
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Stone Prep Pads for 20-inch machines
PSP1420BLK
For heavy duty cleaning of stained
and dirty industrial coatings and
raw concrete. Removes oil,
grease, soot, and tire marks. 100
grit. Use wet or dry on concrete

PSP1420RED
The Red PSP is best used on worn
concrete for heavy duty cleaning.
Will remove scratches and stains
from the surface. 400 grit. Use wet
or dry on concrete

PSP1420WHT
A smooth ﬁnish will be the result
of using the White PSP. Removes
heavy scratches from the surface.
800 grit. . Use wet or dry on Terrazzo, natural stone, concrete, vinyl
and epoxy

PSP1420YLW
The Yellow PSP is used for polishing, thanks to the 1500 grit rating.
Helps restore luster to dull surfaces. Use wet or dry on Terrazzo,
natural stone, concrete, vinyl and
epoxy
PSP1420GRN
Use the Green PSP when you’re
ready to put a high gloss shine on
stone, vinyl, linoleum, smooth concrete, terrazzo and natural stone
surfaces. 3000 grit. Use wet or
dry
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Bucket on a Stick
SSBOS18
SSBOS24
Our innovative Bucket on a Stick design
holds 5 quarts of ﬁnish and provides the best
balance and control of any all-in-one applicators. The microﬁber mop head applies the
ﬁnish quickly and smoothly. Easy to clean
and maintain.

SS0403Z

18-inch microﬁber mop head
SS0406Z

24-inch microﬁber mop head

Square Shine
SQSFLR14PN
Square Shine Floor Reviver is a great addition to any ﬂoor maintenance program.
A concentrated, economical formula that
will put new life into your ﬁnished ﬂooring.
Square Shine works hand-in-hand with the
Square Scrub SSE (Square Shine Enhancer) Pad for beautiful results. It features a concentrated, economical formula
that will put new life into your ﬁnished
ﬂooring and easy mop-on application.
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Optional And Original Replacement Equipment
DCK (Dust Containment Kit)
SS142010
Our Dust Containment Shroud adds
another dimension in controlling indoor
airborne particulates during dry stripping.
Easy to install. Fits any Square Scrub
machine built after 2/1/2010. All EBG-28’s
have these as standard equipment.
DS (Dust Skirt)
SS142005 / SS142805
Our Dust Skirt kit adds a measure of
particulate control and installs in minutes.
Made of durable material, the Dust Skirt is
a cost-effective solution for any machine.
Comes with new adhesive strip and velcro.
Grip Face
SS142003
The heavy-duty plastic Grip Face is a
vital part of your Square Scrub machine.
Replace only when the teeth on the Grip
Face are worn.

Grip Face
SS142803
The heavy-duty plastic Grip Face is a
vital part of your Square Scrub machine.
Replace only when the teeth on the Grip
Face are worn. Note that the EBG-28
Grip Face has three pieces.
21lb Plate Weights
SS142009
Adding additional weight helps the machine penetrate thick ﬁnishes. The 21pound plate is a great way to effectively
and safely add additional weight to your
machine (20-inch plates only).
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Optional And Original Replacement Equipment
Two-piece Handle
Enjoy even easier portability with our optional two-piece handle. This easy to remove handle is made of the same durable
steel as our ﬁxed handle and enhances
portability in a smaller vehicles.

Micro Switch
SS142004 / SS142804
The Micro Switch is the ignition for the
Square Scrub. This is an internal piece
and and is easily and quickly replaced.
This switch works for both the 20-inch and
28-inch machines.

Hour Meter Kit
SS142008 / SS142808
The hour meter is a great way to track
total manhours spent using EBG products.
Simple to install, the hour meter can allow
for better budgeting of labor spent resurfacing ﬂoors. The hour meter works with
any of the Square Scrub machines.

1725 RPM Motor
SS142006-1725
The ultra-quiet version of the motor on the
Square Scrub machines is heavy-duty,
reliable and just 62dB. Easy to change,
this American Mad motor comes with a
two-year manufacturer’s warranty and is
standard on the EBG-20 and -20/Q.
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Optional And Original Replacement Equipment
3450 RPM Motor
SS142006-3450
SS142806-3450
The 3450 rpm motor for Square Scrub
is still a very quiet 73dB and extremely
powerful and smooth. This motor comes
standard on all Square Scrub machines
except for the EBG-20 and -20/Q, is also
American Made and comes with a twoyear manufacturer’s warranty.
Isolator Repair Kit
SS1428001
The Isolator Repair Kit has been created to make this standard maintenance
process easier with all necessary items
included. FOR 28-INCH MACHINE ONLY

Eccentric Assy & Isolator Kit
SS142802
This kit contains everything you would
need to replace the Eccentric Assembly.
When replacing, Square Scrub recommends installing new isolators as well. An
Isolator Kit is included with this.
FOR 28-INCH MACHINE ONLY
Isolator Repair Kit
SS1420001
The Isolator Repair Kit has been created
to make this standard maintenance process easier. Items include : four isolators,
eight screws, one tube of blue Loctite.
FOR 20-INCH MACHINE ONLY
Eccentric Assy & Isolator Kit
SS142002
This kit contains everything needed to
replace the Eccentric Assembly. When
replacing, Square Scrub recommends
installing new isolators as well. Included
are : Eccentric assembly, bolt, isolator kit.
FOR 20-INCH MACHINE ONLY
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